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titulo de egometa rio de la universidad de iberiaAgreement between residual disease assessment by fiberoptic bronchoscopy and flexible bronchoscopy during induction chemotherapy in patients with non-small cell lung cancer. The utility of fiberoptic bronchoscopy (FB) during induction chemotherapy for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is controversial. We aimed to clarify the diagnostic agreement between residual disease (RD)

assessment by FB and flexible bronchoscopy (FB) during induction chemotherapy in patients with advanced NSCLC. Consecutive patients with stage IIIB/IV NSCLC who underwent induction chemotherapy were included. We examined the diagnostic agreement between RD assessment by FB and FB during induction chemotherapy and the concordance of FDG uptake in FDG-PET with RD by FB and FB during induction chemotherapy.
The primary endpoint was the diagnostic agreement between RD assessment by FB and FB during induction chemotherapy. The secondary endpoints were the concordance of FDG uptake by FDG-PET and RD by FB and FB during induction chemotherapy. Ninety-four patients were included. The median number of RD was 4 in the FB group and 2 in the FB group. RD was diagnosed by FB in 43 patients and by FB during induction

chemotherapy in 44 patients. The diagnostic agreement between RD assessment by FB and FB during induction chemotherapy was 60.5%. The concordance of RD assessed by FDG-PET with RD by FB was 56.3%. The concordance of RD assessed by FDG-PET with RD by FB during induction chemotherapy was 74.3%. RD was successfully diagnosed by FB in only one patient with RD assessment as 3+. The diagnostic agreement between
RD assessment by FB and FB during induction chemotherapy was low. Moreover,
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